Design of Pressure Controller for Fuel Injector Tester Modelling
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ABSTRACT
To design and develop fuel injector testing machine at Diesel Locoshed, Kalyan, Maharashtra in order to create a base of automation to the traditional technique of testing a fuel injector which includes fuel pattern test and leak off time test respectively which concludes in preventing the time losses in process and leads to increase in precision thus reducing human effort.
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INTRODUCTION
We this project was chosen in order to satisfy the need of a more reasonable and feasible way to detect fuel injector testing machine.

Fuel Injector
All diesel engines use fuel injection by design. Petrol engines will use gasoline injection, wherever the fuel is directly delivered into the combustion chamber or indirect injection wherever the fuel is mixed with air before the intake stroke. On fuel engines mechanical system replaced carburetion and mechanical system is that mechanical system automizes the fuel through a little nozzle underneath high, whereas a carburetor depends on suction created by intake air accelerated through a measuring system to draw the fuel into the airstream [1].

Fuel Contrivance Tester
In diesel, the fuel injects into the engine cylinder by an contrivance. The fuel burns within the cylinder and through the piping and silencer. The contrivance tester consists of a little tank, pump, gauge and handle.

BACKGROUND AND HISTORY
Herbert Akroyd Stuart developed the primary device with a style the same as fashionable mechanical system employing a ‘jerk pump’ to meter out oil at high to an contrivance.

This system was used on the hot-bulb engine and was custom-made and improved by Hieronymus Bosch and Clessie Cummins to be used on diesel engines (Rudolf Diesel’s original system utilized a cumbersome ‘air-blast’ system exploitation extremely compressed air[citation needed]). Mechanical system was in widespread industrial use in diesel engines by the mid-1920s [2].

Another early use of gasoline direct injection was on the Hesselman engine.
fictitious by Swedish engineer Jonas Hesselman in 1925.

Hesselman engines use the extremist lean-burn principle; fuel is injected toward the top of the compression stroke, then lit with a plug. they’re typically started on gasoline and so switched to diesel or kerosene. Direct mechanical system was employed in notable warfare II aero-engines like the Junkers Jumo 210, the Daimler-Benz sound unit 601, the BMW 801, the Shvetsov ASh-82FN (M-82FN) [3].

German direct injection fuel engines used injection systems developed by Hieronymus Bosch from their diesel injection systems. Later versions of the Rolls-Royce Merlin and Wright R-3350 used single purpose mechanical system, at the time referred to as “Pressure Carburetor”. because of the time period relationship between Federal Republic of Germany and Japan, Mitsubishi conjointly had 2 radial craft engines exploitation mechanical system, the Mitsubishi Kinsei (kinsei means that “venus”) and also the Mitsubishi Kasei (kasei means that “mars”) [4].

DEVELOPMENT IN ENGINES
Mechanical Injection (Figure 1)
The invention of mechanical injection for gasoline-fueled aviation engines was by the French discoverer of the V8 engine configuration, Leon Levavasseur in 1902. Levavasseur designed the initial Antoinette firm’s series of V-form craft engines, beginning with the Antoinette 8V to be utilized by the craft the Antoinette firm engineered that Levavasseur conjointly designed, flown from 1906 to the firm’s ending in 1910, with the world’s initial V16 engine, exploitation Levavasseur’s port injection and manufacturing around one hundred power unit (75 kW; a hundred and one PS) flying three [5].

Electronic Injection (Figure 2)
Electronic Injection Mechanical injection systems have restricted changes to develop the optimum quantity of fuel into AN engine that must operate underneath a range of various conditions (such as once beginning, the engine’s speed and cargo, part and engine e temperatures, altitude, ignition temporal arrangement, etc.) electronic mechanical system (EFI) systems were developed that relied on varied sensors and controls VII plane in 1907 [6].

When operating along, these electronic elements will sense variations and also the main system computes the suitable quantity of fuel required to realize higher engine performance supported a keep “map” of optimum settings for given needs in 1953, the Bendix Corporation began exploring the concept of AN electronic mechanical system as the way eliminate the renowned issues of ancient carburetors.

![Fig. 1. Mechanical injection.](image-url)
OBJECTIVES
The useful objectives for mechanical system systems will vary. All share the central task of supply fuel to the combustion method; however it may be a style call however a selected system is optimized. There square measure many competitive objectives such as:
1. One power output.
2. Fuel potential.
3. Emissions performance
4. Running on various fuels.
5. Reliability.
6. Drive ability and swish operation.
7. Initial price.
8. Maintenance price.
10. Range of environmental operation

COST ESTIMATION
1. Pressure controller: Rs.5000
2. Actuator: Rs.7000
3. Total Cost: Rs.12000

Scrutiny of Mechanical Discharged from the Filter Cap on the Unit Contrivance (Figure 3)
1. The injector is to be tested is fitted in the injector holder.
2. At first the hex however that is employed to manage the fuel provide is loosed and so the pop level is ironed downward on the highest of an contrivance.
3. The downward movement of pop ends up in fuel to be sprayed through an contrivance wherever the nozzle pressure reaches at 23bar.
4. This ends up in spray of fuel during a bound pattern.
5. If fuel pattern is commonplace selected by manufacturer then an contrivance is nice on otherwise the contrivance are going to be rejected.
6. Tighten block firmly to contrivance employing a hex however applied to the stand.
7. Apply 3400psi (234bar) pressure to contrivance.
8. Reconditioned contrivance ought to be qualified on the pressure holding take a look at by temporal arrangement the interval for a drop-in pressure from 3400 to 1500 psi.
9. If interval is a smaller amount than twenty sec repeat the take a look at.
10. If time If it still remains constant then contrivance is rejected (Table 1).

Table 1. Practicability and Value Estimation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.N.</th>
<th>Requirement/Components</th>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Total cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Actuator</td>
<td>Findchips.com</td>
<td>Rs. 7000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Pressure controller</td>
<td>Findchips.com</td>
<td>Rs. 5000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONCLUSION
Provision and plantation of time indication electronic system in order to create a platform for analyzing the time error occurring in the fuel injector in application of leak off time test which conclude prevention of leakages occurring in the fuel injector.
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